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Abstract — Cryptograpfdcaf applications demand both high speed and

high security. This paper presents the implementation of a new high-per-

formance Data Encryption Standard (DES) data encryption chip. It is the

result of close cooperation between cryptographers and chip designers. At

the system design level, cryptograpfdcal optimization and equivalence

transformations lead to a very efficient floor plan with minimal routing,

which otherwise wonld present a serious problem for data scrambling

algorithms. These optfmizations, which do not compromise the DES

algorithm nor the security, are combined with a highly structured design

and layout strategy. Novel CAD tools are nsed at different steps in the

design process. The resnft is a single chip of 25 mmz in 3- pm double-metal

CMOS, Functionality tests show that a clock of 16.7 MHz can be applied,

which means that a 32-Mbk/s data rate can be achieved for all eight byte

modes. This is the fastest DES chip reported yet, aflowing equally fast

execution of all four DES modes of operation due to an originaf pipeline

architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION

UNTIL the last decade, cryptography was the domain

of the diplomatic and military world [3]. Due to the

microelectronics (revolution a need for commercial

c~ptography has emerged. The ever cheaper and higher

performance digital circuits have caused a rapid expansion

of international telephone communications, computer net-

works, etc. Electronic mail, electronic funds transfer, and

recently smart cards are part of daily life. But this evoht-

tion may create security threats from eavesdropping to

theft. However, the same digital circuits allow for small

and elegant cryptographical solutions to replace their rigid

and heavy mechanical counterparts.

A classical algorithm, like the Data Encryption Standard

(DES) [1], protects data in two ways. First, priuacy is

protected. After encryption, the sender can be sure that the

message, sent over an insecure communication channel

such as electronic mail, is only read by the intended

receiver. A second and often more important demand is

that of authentication. After decryption, the receiver can be

sure that the message he received came from the original
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sender and no one else. Both sender and receiver want to

be sure that the integrity of the message is guaranteed, i.e.,

that an opponent did not change, insert, or delete parts of

the message.

As electronic communications and networks grow, there

is not only a need for compatibility on communication

protocols but also for common methods for data protec-

tion. To set up a secure communication between different

parties of different organizations all over the world s@z-

dards have to be defined [1], [2]. Although there are several

DES chips available on the market, there is still a need for

higher performance and more secure DES chips. None of

the existing chips combines high speed with all require-

ments for high security and user-friendliness.

The chip presented here has a unique combination of

standards. First, it implements the Data Encryption Stan-

dard, one of the most widely used standards for enciplner-

ing computation [1]. Second, it implements all operation

modes specified in the standard, “DES Modes of Oper-

ation” [2]. The reason for this is that the strength of a

cryptographical system depends heavily on its use. These

modes give the user the opportunity to include feedback

and time dependency in his ciphertext. In this way the

output at a certain moment not only depends on the input

but also on previous inputs or ciphertext outputs. A spe-

cial approach allows the implementation of all modes

without speed reduction and with a small overhead in

silicon. Third, one can easily use the chip for banking-

related standards (for message authentication and financial

key management), as in the generation of message authen-

tication codes (MAC’s) and triple encryption.

Key management and key security both demand multi-

ple key registers on chip. As a practical balance between

user convenience of key management and silicon area, four

key registers are implemented, e.g., for two master keys

and two session keys. This consumes about 30 percent of

the data-path area. The security of a publicly known

algorithm, like the DES, depends only on the security of

the keys. If the keys are compromised, the whole system is.

This requires that, once entered, keys may not leave the

chip. Hereto special key registers are implemented which

cannot be scanned out.

More generally, from the system performance point of

view, a cryptographic device should be easy to use :and
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Fig. 1. General design methodology.

fast, e.g., for bulk encryptions, satellite communications,

or ISDN. The insertion of an encryption device may not

slow down the overall performance of a system and must

also be flexible for use in a large number of environments.

If someone tries to tamper, a general reset and especially a

disabling of all key registers must occur.

The general design methodology of an ASIC can also be

applied in this particular case, as shown in Fig. 1. All

cryptographical requirements that are implemented in this

chip have been described briefly. They can be found in

more detail in [4]. There exist several DES chips [12] –[14].

Most of these can compute only the DES algorithm [12].

The fastest DES chip reported yet [13], with a maximum

speed of 14 Mbit/s, can calculate only three limited modes

and has a synchronous 1/0 interface which makes it

difficult to communicate with other devices in a system.

The Data Encryption Processor (DEP) [14] is very flexible

to use and is realized as a programmable microprocessor.

But this is at the cost of a much slower speed, maximum

4.7 Mbit/s, and at the cost of an overhead on silicon area.

None of these chips implements with the same speed and

the same ease MAC’s or triple encryption or can handle

multiple keys. It is unique to have all of these crypto-

graphical requirements combined in one device. This has

been achieved by applying a modular design strategy, the

result of which is explained in Section II.

A modular and efficient floor plan could only be ob-

tained by applying some algorithmic equivalences. The

algorithm engineering can only be efficiently done if some

layout knowledge and layout restrictions are known (Fig.

1). In Section III the choice of algorithmic equivalences

leading to a minimum routing and silicon area are dis-

cussed.

Starting from the architecture and floor plan, the layout
engineer wants to generate in a minimal design time layout

that is fast, compact, and highly efficient. Therefore ad-

vanced CAD tools are helpful. The whole design process

and the related CAD tools are explained in Section IV.

Even for a cryptographical chip, the design conforms to a

conventional design and layout strategy, as explained in

Section V. However, testability is something special and at

first sight seems to be in conflict with security require-

ments: one must be unable to scan out keys or inter-

mediate ciphertext. The solution to this dilemma is

cussed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII contains

implementation and test results of the first prototype.

dis-

the
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The algorithm engineering design task, which consists of

the translation of the cryptographical and security require-

ments in a floor plan and architecture, is reported in full

detail in [4]. The layout engineering task is the topic of this

paper. Only the important aspects of the high level design,

necessary to understand the context, are repeated here.

IL IMPLEMENTING A MULTIMODE DES INTO A

COMPACT FLOOR PLAN

The aim of this work is not a straightforward implemen-

tation of the DES algorithm but to provide a more general

cryptographical device of which the DES computation is

only a part. In order to deal with all cryptographical

requirements, the global problem has been partitioned into

smaller subproblems. This results in a data path consisting

of a DES part, a key management part, an input/output

part, and a mode calculation part. For each module, the

functionality and its implementation are discussed below.

A. The DES Algorithm and its Hardware

As shown in Fig. 2 a single DES calculation [1] is a

sequence of a 64-bit initial permutation, a consecutive

calculation of 16 rounds, and a 64-bit inverse initial per-

mutation. A round can be compared with an iteration step,

whereby the number of iterations is fixed at 16. The DES

part, shown in Fig. 3, contains hardware for one DES

round. It consists of 32- and 48-bit modulo 2 adders (XOR’S

Al and A2), eight nonlinear substitution functions with six

inputs and four outputs (also called S boxes), an expan-

sion E, a permutation P, and two registers of 32 bits.

In the floor plan and layout the S boxes are realized as

the eight PLA’s (see the bottoms of Figs. 15 and 16).

PLA’s are the best way of implementing these nonlinear

functions, which are defined in table format, since these

substitutions are supposed to be as random as possible.

PLA’s are well suited to implement, in a compact and

structured way, nonlinear arbitrary functions. We found

that these PLA’s cannot be minimized because the ZERO’S

and ONE’S are randomly scattered. Indeed, if a reduction

were possible, some structure would have to be present in

the tables and that would constitute a weakness of the

security of the DES algorithm. On top of the PLA’s the

32-bit hardware routing for the permutation P is placed,

which at the same time makes a connection between the
PLA’s and the 48 bit slices of the rest of the DES part. In

contrast, the large 64-bit permutations at the beginning

and the end could be realized without the use of routing by

using the inherent structure. In this way a considerable

amount of silicon area has been saved, as will be explained

in Section III.

B. The Keys

The key module implements two tasks: 1) the safe

storage of the keys, and 2) the key schedule calculation.

For each DES round, a subkey of 48 bits has to be
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generated, as shown in Fig. 4. The input key is also 64 bit,

but 8 bits are used for parity checking [1]. After an initial

key permutation, PCJ, the 16 subkeys, one for each round,

are derived from the 56-bit key selected for encryption.

One subkey is obtained after some left or right shifting and

after a 56- to 48-bit permutation and selection, PC2 [1].

The key hardware is placed in the middle of the layout

(see Figs. 15 and 16). At the bottom, the key permutaticm
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and selection PC2 is located, which consists of two 28-bit

parts placed next to each other. This enables an easy

transition between the 56 bit slices of the keypart and the

32 bit slices of the DES pitrt. Above this routing, the

hardware for left right shifting ( LR) is implemented. Most

area is needed for the implementation of the ‘four key

registers, KRI – KR41 As shown’ in Fig. 4 an incoming key

has 64 bits. The key parity is checked only once, when the

key enters the chip,’ so 8 bits are dropped. A hardware

crisscross rcwting for the initial key permutation F’C1

could be saved by using the inherent structure; Therefore

the initial key permutation PC1 is also computed on’ly

once when the key enters the chip and the keys are stored

in a permuted fashion. The algorithmic equivalent to save

this routing is explained in Section III.

C. The Modes: Combining Feedback and Pipelining

For a given fixed key and given fixed data input, the

DES cipher output is always the same. An opponent could

thus use frequency analysis to retrieve the original text [3].

To avoid this, several DES modes of operation are defined

[2]. These provide feedback and block chaining. As an

example, in’ Fig. 5 the cipher block chaining (CBC) ii

defined. In this mode a given fixed input and a“given fixed

key will produce different cipher outputs, because they do

not depend only on the input but also on previous inputi.

From the implementation point of view,. a pipeline is

introduced to increase the data rate through the chip. The

inherently slow on–off chip communication “is done in

parallel with the DES calculation. The previous cipher text

is written out while the actual plain text is being en-

ciphered and the next one’ is read in. At ,first siglit this

seems to be in conflict with the feedhac~ ~modes. For

example, when the DES device is configured in the CIEIC

mode’ the new input for the following ?ES calculation is

the” bit-wise modulo 2 sum of the -previcm? cipher cy,@ut

and the new data input.

This conflict has’ been resolved by placing the mode

calculation strategically between the DES hardware and

the input/output hardware and by combining mode calcu-

lation with the internal data transport on chip. How the

feedback loop can be combined with the pipeline is ex-

plained in Fig, 6 for the same CBC mode (encryption ahd

decryption). The newly entered data are xoRed with the

enciphered data while they are transferred from the 1/0 to

the DES part or vice-versa [4], [5]. This mode-calculation is

done on the fly between every two pipeline stages as

shown in Fig. 7. This technique of mode calculation does
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Fig. 7. Fast internal mode calculation in between two pipeline stages:
(a) ECB, and (b) CBCenc.

not decrease the speed of the device. The same can be

shown for all other modes. Hence a unique feature of the

design, not found inother implementations, is that allfour

modes are equally fast.

D. The Inp@/Output (IO) Part

The input/output module realizes off-chip communica-

tion. On the floor plap of the prototype, this is still very

limited. Therefore, in a second implementation an inde-

pendent 1/0 interface (1/0 frame) is being designed,

which is divided into two main parts. The internal DES

hardware communicates with this 1/0 frame in a synchro-

nous way and performs mainly a redirection of the data or

the keys. The second part can read or write data to and

from the outside world in a asynchronous or semisynchro-

nous fashion. It can combine or separate data for buses of

8, 16, or 32 bits and it contains the necessary glue logic for

Fig. 8. Hierarchy: one head controller, four local controllers (LC’S),
and four data-path modules (cross-hatched).

communications with a microprocessor or for DMA. For

most applications it is important that the chip can be

placed in a number of different systems with minimal

modifications to the original system and without decreas-

ing the communication speed.

Moreover, if h the future this DES hardware module is

used as a small encryption corner on a large VLSI digital

device, it is only this 1/0 frame that has to be stripped off

or replaced by a smaller one, e.g., for on-chip inter-

processor communication.

E. The Controller Unit

In addition to the data path a controller structure is

needed. Extra features like MAC’s, triple encryption, etc.

can be computed with the same data path but impose strict

requirements on this controller. As shown in Fig. 8 the

controller has also been designed hierarchically. Each

module has its own local controller, which communicates

only with the main controller. This central controller de-

codes incoming commands and decides which part of the

chip has to be activated.

The local controllers can execute a limited number of

long sequences, e.g., the local DES controller can generate

sequences for DES or inverse DES (DES-1) calculations.

The local controller for the modes decides the configura-

tion of the modes instruction register for the correct inter-

nal transport and mode calculation.

The main controller synchronizes the local controllers

for parallel execution as, e.g., for the pipeline execution of

Fig. 7. It monitors the local controllers until every module

has finished. The execution times can be of varying length,

e.g., depending on the speed of the external 1/0 communi-

cation or depending on single or triple encryption.

The communication between two modules is restricted

to one common register between every pair of modules,

which is strictly monitored, as shown in Fig. 8. Neighbor-

ing local controllers can give instructions to these registers

but at different time instances. For example, the 1/0

register is shared by the 1/0 part and modes part. The

1/0 part fills or clears it, and the modes part uses it for

internal transport. The local controllers use the common
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registers but only the main controller decides when they

are allowed to use it. For example, if the 1/0 part is filling

the 1/0 register, the modes part is not allowed to work.

The main controller starts alternatively the DES and/or

1/0 controller and then the key and/or modes controller.

To maximize the data rate through the chip, the key and

modes sequences in between different pipeline sections (cf.

Fig. 7)I should be minimal. At present, the longest modes

sequence takes only nine clock cycles and the longest key

sequence takes three clock cycles.

In tlhe first prototype the controller is very small, as the

objective was to test the functionality of the data path. In

the actually completed second implementation, the perfor-

mance of the controller has been optimized to maximize

data rate through the chip. The challenge for the main

controller ‘is on the one hand to provide the external user

with simple powerful high-level commands, but on the

other hand to keep all parallel parts of the data path

calculating without losing time in between subtasks. If this

were not possible, the internal calculation power of the

data path would not be available to the outside world.

F. The Overall Floor Plan

For the first prototype the floor plan and layout are

illustrated in Figs. 15 and 16. The relative placement

shown leads to minimum wire and’ bus length. Each ‘mod-

ule is bit-slice designed and has the same width, though

they have different word lengths. Thus modules are abutted

and routing is avoided.

III. ALGORITHMIC EQUIVALENCES FOR AN

EFFICIENT FLOOR PLAN

The global layout (Fig. 16) contains only two hardwired

permutations, one of 56 bits (which is in fact two times a

28-bit routing) and one of 32 bits. However, the DES

algorithm as defined in the standard contains three more

large permutations, a 64-bit initial permutation 1P, a

64-bit final permutation 1P-1, and a 56-bit initial key

permutation PC1. These permutations are not realized

with dedicated crisscross routing but by using a shift

technique and an optimal arrangement of the floor plan

[4]. The three most important algorithmic equivalences

which yield this hardware saving will be briefly explained.

A. Byte-Oriented IP and IP-1 Realization

For illustration, the IP table [1] as defined in the

standard is given as Table 1. It reads as follows: bit 58 of

the input is the first, most significant bit of the permuted

input, bit 50 is the second and so on, and bit 7 is the last,

least significant bit. The corresponding straightforward

64-bit channel routing, which is not implemented, is shown

in Fig. 9 to compare it with the actual data path. If the

width is taken the same as for all other modules, the height

is 500 pm and this only for IP.

TABLE I

THE INITIAL PERMUTATION 1P

IP= [58 50 42 34 26 18 10 2

60 .52 44 36 28 20 12 4

62 54 46 38 30 22 14 6

64 56 48 40 32 24 16 8

57494133251791

59 51 43 35 27 19 11 3

61 53 45 37 29 21 13 5

63 .5.5 47 39 31 23 15 7 ]

Fig. 9. Straightforward hardware routin for 1P which is not imple-
Emented compared with t e data path.
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Fig. 10. Equivalent realization of 1P: floor-plan organization

However, IP is byte oriented and so can be realized

with a shift technique [4]. IP is calculated when going

on–off chip. Instead of two 64-bit complex channel rout-

ings, one for IP and one for 1P-1, the 64-bit 1/0 register

is arranged as a concatenation of eight shift registers of 8

bits, One can prove [5] that this shift-register concatena-

tion together with a small floor-plan reorganization corre-

sponds to the initial permutation 1P. As can be seen in

Fig. 10, no scrambling routing remains. Shifting the result

back after the DES round calculations and reading it out

byte per byte performs 1P-1.
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Fig. 11. Equivalent realization of PC1: floor-plan organization.
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Fig. 12. Equivalent realization: 1P and 1P-1 outside the feedback loops
of the modes.

B. Equivalent PCI Realization

A similar shift technique with seven registers can be

applied to realize the initial key permutation PC1. The

corresponding floor plan is shown in Fig. 11. There is no

routing of the incoming bits. The seven shift registers are

combined into two 28-bit registers, necessary for key

schedule calculation. Again, similar to the 1P realization,

it is the switching from serial shift to parallel use that

performs the permutation.

C. 1P and IP-1 Outside the Feedback Loops of the Modes

IP and IP-I are brought outside the feedback loops

while these are calculated when going on or off chip. The

modes, however, are calculated on chip. For example, for

the 8-byte cipher feedback mode (CFB), this is explained

in Fig. 12. The simplification one obtains by bringing

1P and IP-1 outside the feedback loops is based on

the fact that IP and 1P-1 are each others inverse, so

lP-l(lP(Data)) = Data.

The combination of both techniques, the equivalent shift

technique and bringing IP and 1P-1 outside the feedback

loops, allows for very compact realization of the modes

hardware. First the hardware routing for three permuta-

tions is saved. This would produce an increase of 30

percent of the data path without considering the placement

problems. Second, by shifting from the 1/0 register to the

internal register, only eight XOR’S, eight mukiplexers, and

eight bit buses are needed, instead of an area-consuming

64 XOR’S, 65 multiplexer, and 64 bit buses such as used in

[14].

IV. llm DESIGN PROCESSAND USE OF CAD TOOLS

The design evolution of the data path, from specifica-

tions to layout, is presented in Fig. 13. It can be broken up

into five phases.

-%uArchitecture

+
I I I

&
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! Conrmmmion !
FbOrplan
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~—– J_
! Lagic Sbnulat-til

‘-@J ‘*
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c1
output :
– layout
– switch Iavel
- transistor level
– testpattern

Fig. 13. Design evolution of the data path.

A. The Architecture Synthesis

The DES algorithm,. its modes of operation, and the

other cryptographical specifications have already been ex-

plained above. The feedback loop over architecture repre-

sents the choice of the algorithmic equivalences thereby

producing a better floor plan.

B. The Floor-Plan Organization and the Cell Library

The result of the first iteration loop is the ji’oor-plan

organization discussed above on which the optimal relative

position of the different elements is established. Based on

that floor-plan organization a minimum cell library was

defined.

Besides the eight PLA’s, registers, multiplexer and XOR’S

are needed to implement the DES, key, and modes hard-

ware. Except for the PLA’s, we have been able to build all

of the other logic out of only four gates: a static XOR and

three types of inverters (with small, medium, or large

W/L). This is possible because DES consists essentially of

data scrambling and bit-wise modulo 2 arithmetic. Pass

transistors are used to implement the clocks and condi-

tions of multiplexer and registers (a maximum of two in

series is permitted). The inverters can be provided with, or

without, static refresh to implement memory. As an exam-

ple, a register with a two-input multiplexer at the input is

given in Fig. 14. The basic cells have been characterized

individually for the transistor dimensions, the driving ca-

pability, etc. “Special” cells are the eight PLA’s used to
realize the substitution functions. These are also char-

acterized separately.
The cell layouts are, however, customized to the floor

plan. For one cell different versions exist, depending on

the width of the bit slice. Typical for the DES algorithm is
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cl Phil

Fig. 14. Register implementation with two-input multiplexer, realized
using pass transistors and refresh inverters.

the use of different word lengths, 8 X 8, 32, 48, and 56. To

generate a floor plan on which all modules have the same

width, the cells had to be laid out on different pitches. This

has been done using the pitch matching capabilities of the

symbolic layout editor, CAMELEON [11].

To implement the “glue” logic of the 1/0 interface and

the controller, some more logic gates are necessary. Be-

cause they are not critical in generating a compact DES

device, they are taken from a standard cell library.

C. Construction Rules and Verification

A novel way of design has been the use of a priori

defined construction rules and the use of an expert system

to check consistent design practice, The basic logic gates

and cells are connected in accordance with some construc-

tion rules including clocking and timing rules, driving

capability rules, etc. Some examples are as follows.

1) For correct clocking and control: “Conditional clock-

ing is only allowed on clock Phil .“ The reason for this is

that it would cause an unfeasible controller implementa-

tion later on.

2) For correct memory implementation: “Conditional

clocks always have to be followed by a refreshing inverter.”

The first reason is for level restoration, to restore the

threshold-voltage ~ drop after a pass transistor, and sec-

ond to avoid leakage problems as it is unknown how long

a value must be stored in a register. As shown in Fig. 14

the Phil conditional clocks are followed by full static

refresh; for the Phi2 latch a restoring PMOS transistor is

sufficient.

3) For correct logic levels: “A ‘medium’ inuerter may

drive at most two refreshing inverters through a pass-tran-

sistor network.” This is to avoid problems with ratioed

logic. Indeed, static refresh constitutes a ratioed load to

the preceding inverter which switches the refreshing in-

verter.

4) For capacitive loading: “A ‘small’ inverter may drive

a maximal capacitive load of 500 fF.” These capacitive

loads are estimated initially and checked afterwards by

extraction programs.

For a large digital chip a rigorous construction strategy

must be followed. One cannot allow “fancy tricks” to save

gates or transistors. Such local optimization carries a

penalty back, when the overall system has to be tested,

controlled, or verified. How the construction rules are used

for a novel way of verification is discussed next.

For verification the construction rules for building the

data path are written in the LISP-based language LEXTOC

(Language Expressing TOpology Constraints) of the ex-
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pert system DIALOG [6]. The formal description results in

a knowledge base of 85 rules. The rules are formulated in

such a way that everything is forbidden except what is

consistent with the rules, instead of accepting everything

except what is forbidden by the rules. The reason for tl&

is that otherwise some construction errors can pass unde-

tected.

The DIALOG system verifies first the correctness of the

library topology. This means that every cell that does not

conform to the fcmr basic cells is reported to the designer.

Refresh inverters are identified by their weak W/L ratio.

PLA’s are identified and treated separately.

Second, the system verifies’ the library rules. These in-

clude:

a)

b)

c)

d)

pass-transistor verification—e.g., the length of a

pass network is checked, or it is verified that every

pass transistor network is followed by at least a

level-restoring inverter;

electrical pmblems-e.g., to detect possible prolb-

lems with charge sharing, the ratio of the capaci-

tances at the input and output nodes of a pass-tran-

sistor network is calculated and problem nodes are

identified;

timing verification—this is mainly used for the

verification of the correct implementation of condit-

ional clocks; and

capacitance checks—DIALOG calculates the load

of every cell and checks whether it exceeds the

maximum value specified in the rules. This load

incorporates input (gate) capacitances, routing

capacitances and diffusion area capacitances.

The verification of the transistor level descripti~n of the

whole DES data path (12K transistors and 6K capacit-

ances) took 45-m@ CPU time on a Symbolics machine.

The main advantage of this verification is that, it is comple-

mentary to simulation. With simulation one detects faults

that one is searching for. With this verification mainly

connection faults at the interface between different mod-

ules are detected, particularly construction violations and

exceeded capacitive loads.

D. The Layout Generation

The floor plan, the adjusted cell layouts, and the con-

struction rules form one global layout. Placement and

routing of the different modules is done by hand.

The hardwired permutations, P and PC2, are difficult

to route by hand. Therefore the router of the modide

generator environment (MGE) [10] has been used. Ternni-

nal connections can be specified in a textual form using

LISP. The resulting routing has a poor density compared

with what could be obtained by hand routing. !n this case,

however, writing connections in a texttial form is less

sensitive to errors and mistakes are more easily detected

because the permutations tables are copied from the stam-

dard [1], similar to Table I for 1P.
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E. ERC and Logic Simulation

An electrical rule check is performed on the layout. The

output of the extraction is a transistor-level description

which can be converted easily to a switch-level description.

The latter forms the input for a logic simulation. The first

goal is to check the floor plan and in particular the global

routing of the floor plan, which is part of the algorithm

implementation. The whole data path needs to be simu-

lated because routing, e.g., for the permutations, can only

be checked in relation to neighboring modules. A second

goal of the logic simulation is to generate test patterns for

the processed prototypes.

Indeed, a functional reference pattern for an adder or a

multiplier is easy to check. But it is not obvious that for

the hexadecimal data word 567890ab cdeff31f and the key

01234567 89abcdef, the first right input is 7c6abae9 and

the first S-box input is b48132c41ef 7. Reference patterns

are generated by an independent software implementation

of the DES algorithm and checked with independently

available reference tables.

F. The Result: A Ciyptographical Hardware Module

The result of the whole design process is a hardware

module for the data path: full layout, transistor- and

switch-level descriptions, and test patterns are produced.

This module can be used as a black box at a higher

abstraction level in system design, as a stand-alone encryp-

tion device or as a small encryption corner on a larger

VLSI circuit.

V. STRUCTURED DESIGN AND LAYOUT STRATEGIES

It will be explained in this section that the design fulfills

general design and layout strategies. The application of

these techniques eases the design effort.

A. A Structured Design Methodoloq

In general, four techniques [7] are available for reducing

the complexity of IC design: hierarchy, modularity, regu-

larity, and locality. These techniques are closely related.
The implementation of the DES algorithm itself is only a

small part of the problem. The architecture for one DES

round is easy to deduce and the control for this hardware

is a well-defined sequence. But the realization and interac-

tion of all aspects, the mode calculation, the key handling,

and the 1/0 interface make it a complex problem. It can

be said that a more attractive solution is obtained when all

four techniques are applied.

For instance, the controller is designed in a hierarchical

way. One controller is master and the others are slaves.

Each controller is a separate module. Modularity means

well-defined interfaces. The terminals and the timing are

defined for higher levels and what is inside is transparent.

This is the definition of locality. The same is valid for the

data path. The communication between two modules is

restricted to one communication register between every

two modules as explained in Section II. The use of these

registers is submitted to very strict timing and communica-

tion protocols, but they apply everywhere (regularity).

Modularity allows also the reuse of the same modules for

DES-like algorithms, and if something has to be changed,

this will have only local influence.

Regularity is most clearly visible in layout, as shown in

the chip photograph in Fig. 16. But regularity also exists in

the consistent application of the construction rules, when

constructing logic gates, registers, etc., into functional

building blocks. The same construction rules, sometimes

termed a methodology, can be coded in a verification tool

to allow automatic verification.

B. Layout Strategies

Typical for this design” is the use of d$ferent word lengths

in different places. The DES part has a combination of 32

and 48 bit slices. The key part has 56 bit slices and the

1/0 part is byte oriented and has eight blocks of 8 bits.

This has several consequences on the general layout

strategy.

First, to obtain a more or less square layout, cell stretch-

ing is applied. Each module, independent of the number of

slices, is 4 mm wide. The DES part has a combination of

32 and 48 bit slices. The key part has 56 bit slices and the

1/0 part is byte oriented and has eight blocks of 8 bits.

Most connections between cells inside the modules are

made by abutment. This means that a bit slice in the key

part is only 70 pm wide compared to 120 pm for a bit slice

in the DES part. The layout of a register in the DES part

will thus be arranged differently from a register in the key

part.

Second, the relative placement of the routing channels

for the permutations also allows the transitions from one

word length to another. For example, PC2 is placed

between the 56 key bits and the 32 data registers, and the

expansion E is placed between the 32 and 48 data slices.

Also, PLA’s are difficult to fit nicely on a bit-sliced data

path, therefore they are placed at the bottom and the

terminal fitting is included in the permutation P between

the 48 data slices and the eight PLA’s.

Third, the variation in word lengths has influence on our

power and ground routing strategy. A double-metal technol-

ogy is used in the design. The two metal layers run

perpendicular to each other on chip. Metall runs parallel

to the data flow, in the vertical direction, because there are

more data contacts to be made (in metall). Meta12 runs

horizontally, parallel with the control flow. Control is

mostly supplied in poly to make connections to the gates

of (pass) transistors. Long poly wires have RC problems.

In this case the maximum length amounts to 4 mm.

Therefore meta12 is used to bypass these long poly wires.

Power and ground lines run also horizontally, per-

pendicular to data flow. Because of the problem of differ-

ent word lengths power and ground cannot be provided

vertically for two reasons. First, crossovers and cross-

unders would be unavoidable at the interface between
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Fig. 15. Floor plan of the data path of the first prototype.

different modules. A second problem is caused by the very

small pitches in some modides such as the key registers.

Even by mirroring the cells, it would be impossible to

arrange the wells and to separate the NMOS and PMOS

transistors. Now the n-wells are connected by abutment

horizontally over the different bit slices. Power and ground

lines are used in common between two different cells.

Usually, however, power is distributed along the signal

lines to avoid surge currents on the power lines [8]. The

problem of surges on the power lines is solved by our

typical double-metal power and ground distribution. A

classic finger or fork structure which is typical for a

single-metal-layer technology has the problem that all cur-

rent passes through one critical bottleneck, the stem of the

fork. In this design, this is solved by providing a double

ring of metall and meta12 all around the data path. The

metall ring is the ground ring, and the meta12 ring is the

power ring. Each horizontal power or ground line through

the cells is connected at both sides to the rings. Via

connections between rnetall and meta12 are necessary but

they are multiple and the current is more equally distrib-

uted along the ring. Thus there is no current concentration

and power dips are unlikely to occur.

VI. TESTABILITY OF A CRYPTOGRAPHICAL DEVICE

On the floor plan of the first prototype (Fig. 15) it can

be seen that some scan registers are implemented. This

scan technique is very useful for localizing faults in a

design during development. But this is in conflict with

security demands. Scan pads provide a very easy way to

scan out keys, initialization vectors or intermediate

ciphertext. Therefore they are not allowed for safe com-

mercial applications. They are only provided during devel-

opment and are realized as independent blocks instead of

combining them with existing registers. This means over-

head on area, but they are very easy to remove.

Scan pads are removed for safe commercial applications.

For validation or maintenance purposes, the chip must still

Fig. 16. Chip photograph of the implemented prototype.

be testable. These tests are based on signatures. A test

signature uses the same propagation principle as a digital

signature as in the generation of MAC’S. For a MAC,

which is based on the CBC mode, the function is to detect

an illegal change or an insertion of false data. A small

change of input data will completely chafige the signature.

The same propagation principle is used for ‘test sig-

natures. A known clear data and key pair is applied, and

the restilt is compared with a reference cipher text after a

number of encryptions and decryptions. Complete funct-

ionality of the DES will be tested and stuck-at-O~is,

StUck-at-ZERO faults will be detected. The typical stuck-

open and dynamic faults of static CMOS design are a

topic of further research. While in other chip designs, an

overhead OFIlogic and chip area is necessary to realize fault

propagation, in DES it is inherently present.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST RESULTS,

The first prototype, with scan registers, has. be~~n

processed using a 3-pm N-well CMOS process with double

metal (see Fig. 16). It contains 12000 transistors and htis

an area of 25 mm2. The aim was to test the functionality of

the different parts, mainly the DES and the modes part.

Tests have shown full operation up to 16.7-MHz clock

rate. With this clock frequency, a 20-Mbit/s data rate on

all eight byte modes is achieved.

A second implementation is now being developed, which

takes the data path as a hardware module arid which also

contains the full controller and microprocessor interface.

The scan registers have been removed. Thanks to a high-

performance controller, a full DES calculation, including

the mode calculation, takes only 28 clock cycles. If the

same clock frequency can be applied to this device, a data

rate of 32 Mbit/s can be expected.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A single chip has been designed and implemented which

executes DES with a number of unique cryptographical

features. The original approach of mode calculation allows

pipelining in combination with feedback modes. Due to
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the structured design strategy, the global rather than local

optimization, the regular floor plan, and the use of CAD

tools at all design levels, the main architecture and many

building blocks can be reused in a flexible way for safe

commercial applications or for DES-like algorithms.

Checking at different design levels, including simulation,

verification and electrical and design rule checks are essen-

tial and complement each other. The outcome is a compact

design which can be used as a small module in larger

digital VLSI circuits, but also as a fast stand-alone device.

In short, it has a number of unique features not found in

other devices.
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